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GG BANDALERO has an exceptional straight Spanish heritage which features 2 lines to the great GALERO, three to GALERO’s sure ZANCUDO, and two lines to the significant sire ORIVE in the first four generations of his ancestry. He is closely related to U.S. Top Ten Futurity Filly SA AZALINA and to A FANCY MIRACLE, dam of multi-U.S. National Champion Stallion MAGNUM PSYCHE, as both of them are by *SASAKI out of a GARBO daughter while GG BANDALERO is by *SASAKI out of a GARBO granddaughter.

GG BANDALERO is by 1985 Region 1 Top Five Stallion *SASAKI, whose National winning get include SA AZALINA, Canadian Top Ten Futurity Colt LANTZ, U.S. Top Ten Futurity Colt BAMBOOKI, and U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Gelding KOJI. *SASAKI has also been an excellent broodmare sire, and appears in countless Arabian pedigrees worldwide as the maternal grandsire of MAGNUM PSYCHE, now one of the leading living sires of National winners in halter and performance.

*SASAKI is a full brother to *LA SAGURO, sire of Region 14 Reserve Champion Mare AVELLANA, dam of U.S. Top Ten Sweepstakes and National winner producer MARAKITA. *LA SAGURO also appears close up on the dam side of 2007 U.S. Top Ten Working Cow Horse Futurity winner SUENO ARGENTEO HA.

*SASAKI is by Dutch National Champion Stallion NAGASAKI, also sire of European Reserve Champion Stallion, Dutch National Champion Stallion and National Champion sire *MARHABA and National Champion sire *FORELOCKS PETJA, whose get have won in hunt pleasure, english sidesaddle, dressage and reining. NAGASAKI is by SACUDIR, also sire of Canadian Top Ten English Pleasure *OSAKA, whose son WINDFAL+ is a U.S. National Champion First and Second Level Dressage winner and whose daughter GG SCANDAL+ (who, like *SASAKI, is out of a GALERO granddaughter) is a U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Western Pleasure AOTR 18-39 winner.

*OSAKA’s son SUROKHAN (who is out of a GALERO granddaughter and thus closely related to *SASAKI), has proven a remarkable sire of sport horses. His get include 18-time National winner GHJAS GAL+// (whose titles include Canadian National Champion Hunter Hack and Reserve National Champion Hunter), 8-time National winner SUR-LISA+ (a Canadian National Champion Hunter and Hunter AOTR), 14-time National winner A LITTLE PIECE OF HEAVEN+// (whose titles include multi-National Championships in western pleasure and a Reserve National Championship in western sidesaddle), 20-time National winner SUR TEDDY’S MAGNA++ (a multi-National Champion Hunter Hack and Canadian National Champion Hunter AOTR and Sporthorse Under Saddle). SUROKHAN is also the double grandsire of SURPHIN BOY+//, a multi-National Champion Hunter and Jumper. NAGASAKI is out of NEVISCA, whose sire TABAL also sired Canadian Top Ten Mare *TADURIA DE WASHOE, JACIO (sire of *GG SAMIR, a sire of National Champions in halter and performance and of National Champion sire *SIDI BRAHIM and National Champion producer *ISISS), National Champion producer *ESTOPA (perhaps the most influential Spanish mare of the 20th century for her National winning descendants). The TABAL grandson *VALLEHERMOSO has sired National Champions in hunt pleasure and show hack and is the paternal grandsire of 2000 U.S. Reserve National Champion Mare *ABHA GALI.

*SASAKI’s dam *SAFIA also produced his full brother *LA SAGURO, multi-halter champion BPL SAMIK, and BPL TIA SAFIA, maternal granddam of U.S Top Ten Working Cow Horse Futurity
SUENO ARGENTEO HA. *SAFIA is by GALERO, sire of U.S. Top Ten Mare *PORLAMAR, U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Stallion *EL MORADUKE (whose 11 National winners include National Champions in halter, western pleasure, show hack and hunt pleasure), and Spanish National Champion *AN MALIK, the all time leading Spanish sire of champions with 112 champions and 33 National winners. GALERO also sired the National winner producers NEGAL, *MAKORR, *MALIKTOA and *PALMATINA and the National Champion sire *DIAMANTE (sire of 21 time National winner *JEZABEL SSB++/ and 19-time National winner *JOYAMIA++/ both multi-National Champion Hunters). *SAFIA is out of GUIRAF, a daughter of ORIVE (sire of National winner sire GARBO, National Champion producer HABABORA, HALEBI (sire of National Champion sire *GG HABANERO), and GARBI, dam of U.S. and Canadian National Champion Mare, U.S. National Champion Pleasure Driving and National winner producer *ABHA HAMIR++/). GUIRAF's dam *PAGANA III was imported to the US as an aged mare, where she produced halter champion OVERLOOK MARTIAN and National winner sire FAIRFAX SAMARKAND.

GG BANDALERO is out of BANDEROLA, who is closely related to 14-time National winner EXODUS I++/ (U.S. National Champion Hunter AOTR, Reserve National Champion Hunter ATR and Hunter Hack AOTR). She is by *PADRE out of a GALERO/ZANCUDO granddaughter, and he is by a *PADRE son out of a GALERO/ZANCUDO granddaughter. BANDEROLA has produced 2 champions: halter reserve champion BANDEAU and Region 10 Top Five Mare SATINTANA.

BANDEROLA is by *PADRE (known as EL SAUCEJO in Spain), sire of three times U.S. Top Ten Trail FELIXX++. The *PADRE son EL DORADO I sired EXODUS I++/, already mentioned. *PADRE is the maternal grandsire of National winner sire and Region 10 Reserve Champion Stallion AOTH MATADOR PF, whose daughter REGRETTE REN CF is a 1997 Canadian Top Ten Futurity Filly. *PADRE is by GARBO, also sire of Spanish National Champion Mare and Canadian Top Ten Mare *MARSALA and Spanish National Champion Stallion *EL JAUTOR. GARBO sired 5 producers of North American National winners. They include: *PADRE, *LANGARA (dam of Canadian Top Ten Stock Horse L MAXIMA), *MEDINA AZAHARA (dam of U.S. Top Ten Futurity Filly SA AZALINA), *RALEA II (dam of Canadian Top Ten Futurity Filly DR LADY FAME), and *YANIFA (dam of U.S. Top Ten Country Pleasure Driving and Country Pleasure Driving AOTD AA SPRING MIST). GARBO is a paternal brother to GARBI, dam of multi-National Champion *ABHA HAMIR++/ and his dam BALDOSA is a full sister to *SABIDURIA, dam of 3 National winners including Canadian Reserve National Champion Mare WN MI KERIFA++). *PADRE is out of YUCÁ, a paternal sister to *YAMA, dam of 3 champions including Region 1 Champion Mare LADY OF SPAIN and Pacific Slope Top Five English Pleasure SONG OF SPAIN. YUCÁ is also a paternal sister to *YOKOHAMA, dam of National winner sire *ZURICH DE WASHOE.

BANDEROLA is out of *BANDERA I, dam of halter and english pleasure reserve champion and english pleasure AOTR champion FIGGARO and halter champion CASTANET (dam of Region 10 Champion Mare JOURNEEYS DREAM). *BANDERA I is by Spanish National Champion Stallion *BRASIL, a sire of champions including multi-regional hunt pleasure and show hack champion BRAZIL++. *BRASIL's son, multi-western pleasure champion *CYPRES, is the sire of 1988 Canadian Top Ten Western Pleasure Junior Horse KARRABAA. *BRASIL is a full brother to U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Stallion and National Champion sire *EL MORADUKE. *BANDERA I is out of *GAVIOTA, a paternal sister to multi-National Champion in western pleasure walk/trot *ABHA NAIB++. Her sire ZANCUDO sired 10 producers of National winners including GALERO, KADOFA (dam of multi-National Champion *JEZABEL SSB++/ and Canadian National Champion Hunter *GALAXIA SSB), BOJADOR (sire of U.S. Reserve National Champion Hunt Pleasure JOTR 14-17 *SZED JADOR), and OPALINA (dam of multi-National Champion *JOYAMIA++/). With such a heritage of gifted, beautiful athletes, GG BANDALERO should shine in the show ring and be a star in the breeding barn as well.